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Present case for higher derivative theories

With detours into:
    Arrow of Time
    Emergent Causality
    Ostrogradsky
    Quadratic gravity
    Starobinsky



1) Arrow of Causality (arrow of time)

2) Higher derivatives and “Merlin modes”

3) Stability and Ostrogradsky

4) Unitarity - briefly

5) Quadratic gravity and Starobinsky inflation

6) Higher derivatives as a “new” paradigm

Outline:



1) Arrow of Causality (arrow of time)
A) “Laws of Physics” are not invariant under Time Reversal
       - but “covariant”

  Recall that T is anti-unitary

  Neglecting T-violating phases, Lagrangian/Action is invariant

  But the “Laws of Physics” are more than the Lagrangian
    - also need to include quantization rules

 The path integral (or canonical quantization) is not invariant

We will see that this distinction is meaningful



B) Requirements for Causality

i) Operators commute at spacelike separations 
ii)  All fields share a common definition of past and future lightcones

The second is less commonly stated, but it implied
    - past lightcone can propagate influences, future lightcone cannot

This is enforced by the iε prescription. Standard choice is +iε
           
All field share a common +iε prescription in propagators 

If not, causality violation. 
   Calculations due to Lee &Wick; Coleman; 
        and Grinstein, O’Connell, Wise



C) The 𝒊𝜺 prescription defines a time direction

Decompose into time orderings:

Positive energies propagate forward in time

- The forward light cone



This is the arrow of causality

LHCb



Recall:

“Cause before effect” is not enough
     - leads to effects outside light cone

Causality also requires “effect before cause”
   - negative energy / antiparticles 



D) The 𝒆±𝒊𝑺	 and ±𝒊𝜺	choices are connected
Consider generating functions:

Need to make this better defined – add

Solved by completing the square:

Yield propagator with specific analyticity structure



𝐔𝐬𝐢𝐧𝐠	𝒆%𝒊𝑺 results in time-reversed propagator

Positive energy propagates backwards in time

Use of this generating functional yields time reversed 
   scattering processes

Opposite arrow of causality



Overall

Under T, laws of physics are not invariant, but covariant
  - transform into similar laws with opposite flow of time

But also, quantum physics carries a single preferred direction
   - positive energy reactions propagate in this direction
   - arrow of causality - analyticity
   - determined by factors of i in the quantization condition

Quantum physics is unidirectional
   - classical physics is bidirectional 

Arrow of causality → arrow of thermodynamics



2) Spectrum of higher derivative theories

Higher derivative scalar

Interacting with normal matter

For our purposes, consider M to be very large
I will pretend that renormalized 𝑚 → 0



Propagator

1) Avoid spacelike poles (tachyons)
        - requires !

"! > 0	

2) Poles at 𝑞# = 0	 − 𝑖𝜖 and 𝑞# = 𝑀# + 𝑖𝜖

      Massive pole has opposite arrow of causality



Massive mode decays to light particles
  - 𝑀 → 	𝜒�̅�  - positive energy resonance
  - this is important – massive mode not an asymptotic state

Has a positive imaginary component

Leads to exponential decay (not growth)



Merlin modes:
 -Merlin (the wizard in the tales of King Arthur) ages backwards



3) Stability at low energy

 

Rewrite exactly using auxiliary field to remove higher derivative 

Redefine field variables using 𝜙 𝑥 = 𝑎 𝑥 − 𝜂(𝑥)

The three forms are exactly equivalent

Recognize the decomposition of modes and 𝑒$%& .

**



For low energy, integrate out the heavy 𝜼	

Usual gaussian integral – seen above

This result in:

At low energy, this becomes a contact interaction 

The result is just a shift in 𝜆 in the 𝜒	interaction



Low energy limit is a normal theory

The field 𝜒 has a shifted value of 𝜆

Normal massless field a
    - classical physics is the wave equation

No sign of Ostrogradsky instability

Note: really not ℏ → 0	 because ℏ is a constant. 
   - Classical “limit” is kinematics where ℏ is not important
  



Ostrogradsky
       Mikhail  Ostrogradsky 1801- 1862
 
The Ostrogradsky instability (1850)
    - theories with higher time derivatives
    - requires extra canonical coordinates and canonical momenta
    - Hamiltonian chosen to reproduce Hamilton’s equations
    - result is not positive definite – even at low energy
  

The instability is often used to rule out higher derivative theories
   
    



What would Ostrogradsky say?

Extra canonical coordinates and momenta

Hamiltonian

But we have to eliminate �̈� in favor of the coordinates and momenta
This leads to the final Hamiltonian

The first term is the Ostrogradsky instability 
      - 𝜋! and 𝜙"	can have either sign
      - this is the only place where 𝜋!enters the Hamiltonian

Ostrogradsky construction is not the classical version of the QFT
   



Canonical quantization also does not follow Ostrogradsky path
  -Indefinite metric quantization (Lee-Wick and others)

Roughly:

                                                    →

Solved by:

such that 

yields positive energy when acting on states (!)



Nonperturbative Stability?  - Lattice studies

Jansen, Kuti, Liu 1992-94
   - third order HD operator – makes theory finite
    - study of heavy Higgs and triviality

Bazavov, JFD, Dean Lee, Mandlecha, Menezes (ongoing)
    - second order operator
    - goals: renormalizable non-linear sigma models



JKL: Various results:
  - main issue for this talk is non-perturbative stability



Exploring physics of a heavy Higgs



4) Unitarity:

Who counts in unitarity relation?
   - Veltman 1963 
   - only stable particles count
  - they form asymptotic Hilbert space
  - do not make any cuts on unstable resonances

In HD theory, massive Merlin mode is not asymptotic state
        - decay to light states

Veltman proof of unitarity goes through here also
   - if only cuts are on the stable particles



However, practical issues remain: 
 
Recall causality ~ analyticity

Veltman-style proof does not use Wick rotation
   - but loop calculations do

Unitarity at one loop uses “Lee-Wick” contour

Higher loops get complicated
   - Cutkosky-Landshoff-Olive-Polkinghorne 
   - Anselmi working to sort this out

Here be dragons  - not fully understood

This is one reason lattice work is useful
  - albeit Euclidean



5) Quadratic gravity:

Renormalizable QFT for quantum gravity
- New but technical – can be tachyon free and asymptotically free
                                                      (Buccio, JFD, Menezes, Percacci arXiv:2403.02397)

This is a HD theory

The 𝐶#term leads to a spin 2 Merlin mode (partner with graviton)
        𝑚#

#	 = 𝑓##	𝑀(
#

The 𝑅# term is spin 0 and ghost free (Ghost is gauge artifact) 
        𝑚)

# = 𝑓)#𝑀(
# 

Mixed causal structure due to spin-2 Merlin
       - near 𝑚#

#	 = 𝑓##	𝑀(
#

       - do we even expect usual causality in QG near Planck scale?

Stelle



A Quadratic Gravity layer of reality?

If inflation occurs and is Starobinsky style:
   - requires 𝑅# to be dynamically active
   - not a small EFT perturbation
   - then 𝐶# also expected to  be dynamical
  
Both couplings are required with matter loops
         - mixed under RG flow

This implies a layer of reality with active Quadratic Gravity
   - need not be ultimate theory
   - but at least temporary renormalizable theory 



Can we utilize and/or observe lack of microcausality?

Possibly homogeneous initial conditions for Starobinsky inflation?
   - recall acausal homogeneity arguments
   - issues resurfaces in initial conditions for inflation 
   
Backwards-in-time propagation can spread uniformity
  - effective outside the light cone

Perhaps even a possible alternative to inflation?

I would be interested in discussing this during this conference!

Related:



Can HD become a “new” paradigm?

Actually goes back to Lee-Wick and Coleman in the 1960s
  - makes renormalizable theories finite
  - makes non-renormalizable theories renormalizable

Also, recall Wilsonian RG methods
   - operators of all dimensions generated by RG flow

Is causality/analyticity emergent?
     - physics is experimental science
     - causality only tested on macroscopic scales
     - fully consistent with HD theories



Testing causlity: Lee, Wick
Coleman
Grinstein, O’Connell, Wise
Alvarez, Da Roid, Schat, SzynkmanVertex displacements: (ADSS)

  - look for final state emergence
  - before beam collision

Form wavepackets – early arrival (LW, GOW)
    - wavepacket description of scattering process
    - some components arrive at detector early

Resonance Wigner time delay reversal
   - normal resonaces counterclockwise on Argand diagram
  
  - Merlin modes are clockwise resonance

Swampland EFT coefficients
   - causality/analyticity constraints
  



Summary

Main focus here was causality:

1) Arrow of causality tied to factors of i in quantization

2) Higher derivative theories have mixed causal structure

3) Such theories appear stable and unitary

4) Quadratic gravity is potential application (+Starobinsky)

5) More generally, can macrocausality be emergent?


